
KV, AFS CAMPUS, GURGAON 

AUTUMN BREAK HOLIDAYS HOME WORK (2016-17) 

CLASS VII 

 

 SCIENCE: 

 

1. Write a paragraph on  

(a) Important of Trees 

(b) Cause of Sneezing 

(c) Soil Erosion. 

2. Arrange the full jumbled 

(a) WOORPAS (Bird) 

(b) INARIB (body Part) 

(c) SAIDY (flower) 

(d) GURBER (food) 

(e) TAMEREC (animal) 

(f) DASYDNEWE (day) 

(g) GRORNAE (colour) 

(h) REAP (fruit) 

3. Write the summary of chapter 6 and 9. 

4. Paste an add from recent newspapers about how to prevent 

Dengue and Chikangunia. 

 
 
 
 

GERMAN: 

 
Schreiben Sie die Namen Von 10 Tiere auf Deutsch in dein Heft. 
 
 
Write the names of 10 animals in German in your notebooks. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

ENGLISH 
   

 

 

COMPUTERS 

 

Read the question below and do the homework given:-- 

Q:1. Create a story and paste the pictures in a file or make a chart inserting 

images, graphics, clip art of five different technologies in the computing 

fields in schools of three countries that you would like. Include these details:   

a) Cost of the technology 

b) Culture of the school 

c) Suitable memory devices used  

d) Famous Schools to visit of that country. 

           



                        

 

Q:2. Create a story and paste the pictures in file or make a chart (inserting 

images graphics, clip art) of your Teacher’s Day celebration and related to 

the live telecast of PM. Modi. The details should include date, time &venue of 

the celebration. 

MATHS 

  1.Represent the following numbers on a number line: 

a) -1/8                  b)7/11             c )  -7/4               d)  13/9 

2. Write three equivalent rational numbers for : 

a) -3/5              b) 3/8                 c) -4/9. 

3.  Find the area and perimeter of a square whose side is : 

a) 10cm             b) 1.5m           c).25m 

4. Find the area and perimeter of a rectangle whose adjacent 

sides measure: 

a) 5cm. & 8cm           b) 100cm & 2m          c) 1.25m &  275cm. 

ACTIVITY: 

In the unit symmetry make shapes of the figures given in the 

exercises and paste them in the scrap book in such a way that 

you can rotate them. 

Write two articles in Mathematics for Math magazine.s 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SANSKRIT 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SOCIAL STUDIES 

Class vii-c (sst) 

Objective- for better knowledge of subject 

and to revise the content for exam. 

1.Activity – visit to pilgrim sites near by 

your location and note down the 

differences and characters. 

2.Write a comparative account of 

mahnavmi/durgapuja celebrated during 

the Vijaynagra Empire and present day 

mahanavi/durgapuja in not more than 10 

nights. 

3.Write 10 multiple choice 

question.(history) 

4.To learn question answer from history. 

  



 
 
 
HINDI 
 
 

 
 
 
WE 



 

 


